A linear model parameter estimation method is proposed based on Bayesian treatment in addition to the linear least squares ,The detail algorithm of one order linear model parameter estimation was introduced in the paper , it can also be used to the parameter estimation of multi-order linear model .we estimate the linear model parameter of image edge use this method .experiment result show that it can finish the parameters fast estimation and the detection of image edge depend on few observed data with a high detect precision.
Introduction
Linear model fitting is the method that parameter estimation of some model function by observed data ,it has a large application in the image processing and analysis such as high speed currency recognize , and other edge detection area ,it is the foundation of image analysis.
Mostly we use the method of linear least squares, many author present some method to the accurency edge detection ,but the algorithm is complex and the amount of calculate and observed data is very large [1] [2] . we proposed a linear model parameter estimation method based on Bayesian treatment. estimate the linear model parameter of image edge use this method. it can finish the parameters fast estimation and the detection of image edge depend on few observed data with a high detect precision. Use the high speed currency edge detect as the example to discuss the detail of the application of Linear model fitting. x ,there are many similar example in the application ,for example:
we proposed a linear model parameter estimation method based on Bayesian treatment. it can also be introduce to other area .
Parameter estimation
We 
Where { 
A }is the linear model parameters that we want to estimate ,we will sometimes denote collectively with an unadorned A ,for example 
can be expressed as matrix and vector:
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In order to make formula(5) get the max ， we calculate the Partial Derivative of formula(10) and assumed it equal to 0：
formula (11) can be express as linear equations:
Solve this linear equations, we can obtain the linear model parameters
Application in line parameter fitting
We assumed that the line equation need fitting is 
experiment result and analysis
In high speed currency recognition , The currency image is obtained by contact image sensor 。 The currency move speed is 550-600 sheet/min ， because the high speed movement，image quality is poor and time for processing is very limited ， In order to locate the currency image, we must calculate the for currency point accurately。 
conclusion
A linear model parameter estimation method is proposed based on Bayesian treatment. It can also be used to the parameter estimation of multi-order linear model. The method can be used to the image edge detection and other area ..experiment result show that it can finish the parameters fast estimation and the detection of image edge depend on few observed data with a high detect precision.
